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INTRODUCTION 

Federal regulations allow package designers to use analysis, testing, or a combination of 
analysis and testing to support certification of packages used to transport hazardous or 
radioactive materials. In recent years, many certified packages were subjected to a 
combination of analysis and testing. A major part of evaluating structural or thermal 
package response is the collection, reduction and presentation of instrumentation 
measurement data. Sandia National Laboratories, under the sponsorship of the U.S. 
Department of Energy, has developed a comprehensive analysis and plotting package 
(known as KAPP) that performs digital signal processing of both transient structural and 
thermal data integrated with a comprehensive plotting package designed to support 
radioactive material package testing. 

The host of data analysis software packages currently available on the market, as well as 
those currently in use at Sandia National Laboratories, are typically constrained by their 
ease of use or their limited plotting capabilities. KAPP was developed to meet the needs 
for a documented and verified computer code with enhanced capabilities tailored for use in 
supporting testing of radioactive and hazardous material packages. In all cases the user of 
any data analysis software package must have the experience and background to correctly 
process the collected data. Many of the available packages evaluated during the initial 
phase of this program constrained the user with awkward syntax and undesirable user 
interfaces. The KAPP data analysis package was designed as a user friendly software 
package that guides the user through the steps necessary to perform complex data analysis. 
This includes the use of a graphical interface allowing for easy selection of data elements, 
functions as well as an intuitive interface that graphically represents the selection of 
algorithms and process flow. 

The analysis package uses a graphical interface that simplifies the operation and usage of 
the software. The window based software uses a simple mouse driven means of producing 
data analysis functional paths and easily allows changes to these paths and reevaluation of 
the experimental data sets. The analysis package contains options to output data in single or 



multiple plot formats. The software was designed to operate in a workstation environment 
running the UNIX® operating system. Although originally developed to support the data 
collection capabilities of the Sandia Mobile Instrumentation Data Acquisition System 
(MIDAS), the software package includes provisions to migrate to other computer platforms 
and applications. A plotting package developed in conjunction with the data analysis 
package can display up to 12 million data samples from a single measurement device. The 
data analysis and plotting package combine to provide a signal processing capability that 
efficiently processes experimental data. 

DESCRIPTION AND USAGE OF KAPP 

The KAPP software package can be broken into five major components. These five 
components are simultaneously available to the user on a single computer screen in five 
separate windows. These components include a test palette, data elements, user library 
functions, output results, and destinations for the processed information. The following 
sections will described the process of reducing and presenting a typical test data set by 
explaining the function of each component within KAPP. 

Test Palette 

After test data is accumulated and put in a compatible format, it can be read into KAPP and 
accessed through the test palette. The test palette is a windowing system that allows many 
different individual tests to be displayed at one time. Figure 1 illustrates the test palette. 
Individual or multiple experiments can be selected from this window. Because many 
experiments have extra data before and after the actual test, the setting of the zero time and 
the time window duration of the test can be performed in this window for all the data in 
each individual test simultaneously. A raw data locator graphical function is provided in 
KAPP to quickly look at the data and determine where and what duration applies to actual 
response. The zero time and duration parameters can be modified at any time during the 
data analysis session by the user. 

Figure 1. Typical test pallet showing the results of two test series 



Data Elements 

Figure 2 shows a representative display of data elements from the test selected in the test 
palette. Each measurement channel is illustrated as a rectangular window with the data 
channel identifier and the type of data such as acceleration or temperature represented as an 
icon located within the rectangle. Other options available within this window are the 
options to view other data sets associated with the experiment. This might include thermal 
data that was taken in conjunction with structural data or the primary data set as shown in 
the figure. These blocks are easy to manipulate, and contain all of the necessary 
information about the given channel(s). 

Figure 2. Typical test data window showing the data from many channels. 

Data Analysis User Library Functions 

The data analysis user library function window includes options for filtering and 
manipulation of data sets. Each type of function appears in its own rectangle within the 
library function window. A typical library function window is shown in Figure 3. 

Some of the library functions built into KAPP are infinite impulse response (IIR) and finite 
impulse response (FIR) filters. These filters are used to remove unwanted frequencies and 
noise in the measurement data. The filters are implemented in low-pass, high-pass, 
bandpass, and bandstop configurations. The IIR filters can be configured as Butterworth, 
Chebyshev I and n, or Bessel designs. Also included are frequency decomposition 
algorithms that include both discrete Fourier Transform and fast Fourier Transform and 
common arithmetic functions that allow the waveforms to be manipulated. 

Each of the different functions can be changed to suit the preferences of the user by simply 
double clicking on the function to be changed. A window will appear with the user 



definable parameters for each function. For example if the frequencies in a lowpass 
filtering algorithm need to be adjusted they can be changed in this manner. 
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Figure 3. Typical Library Function Window Showing Some of the 
Available Functions in KAPP. 

KAPP Clipboard 

The KAPP clipboard is where the logic of the data reduction is prepared. First the data sets 
are chosen from the test data window and dragged to the clipboard. Second any functions 
from the library function window are dragged and any parameters can be changed at this 
time. Once the data and functions are displayed on the clipboard the logical connection 
between them is accomplished by connecting the individual clipboard elements with lines. 
The lines are created by dragging the pointer from one object to the other. 

Figure 4 is an example of the KAPP clipboard with data elements and data functions 
connected. Function blocks represent simple processing elements, each with a single task 
within the framework of the data analysis package. A function is a block that performs 
some activity on a given set of data elements, producing a new set of data. Typical 
examples of functions are Fast Fourier Transforms, Digital Filters, etc. as defined in the 
library functions window. Pressing the RUN button in the window executes the process 
flow displayed in the window. Each function changes color as it is executed to show the 
progress of the analysis. At the completion of the analysis the results are placed in the 
output clipboard window where they may be viewed in many different formats. 



Figure 4. KAPP clipboard showing graphically the logic of the data 
reduction. 

Clipboard Output window 

The results from the analysis performed in the KAPP clipboard are transferred to the 
clipboard output window. Each set of data analyzed are presented individually in the 
window within its own rectangle. An icon is placed in the rectangle for each operation 
used in the analysis. Figure 5 shows a typical output window with the applied functions 
represented by the icons in each rectangle. One rectangle will be shown for each set of data 
and each unique set of operations performed in the KAPP clipboard. For example if two 
data sets were filtered with two different filter algorithms, four individual output rectangles 
would be generated. 

To view the data the user simply selects one or more rectangles with the mouse button and 
drags the data to any of the output devices in the destination window. Any combination of 
the data can be dragged over for comparison as many times as desired. To delete the 
results the data rectangles can be dragged to the trash icon. 

Destination Window 

The destination window is user definable to reflect the different output devices present on 
the computer system being used. Common to all systems will be a trash window, a 
terminal window, disk file window and printer windows. When output from the results 
window is sent directly to a printer, default settings will be used in the hard copy output. 
The terminal window can be used for quick viewing and customization of the final 



appearance of the data on the terminal being used. A typical destination window is shown 
below in Figure 6. 
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Figure 5. Output Results Window 
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Figure 6. Destination Window 

When the results from the output results window are dragged to the terminal icon in the 
destination window, the resulting output appears on the screen in a separate window. An 
example of the terminal output window is shown in Figure 7. 



Figure 7. Results Displayed on the Terminal Window 

The terminal output window can be edited to change the display characteristics. The 
colors, test size and style, line widths, titles, etc. can all be change to suit individual 
requirements. To make a hardcopy of the window, the output icon in the terminal window 
is simply dragged to any of the output devices in the destination window. The resulting 
hardcopy will reflect the changes made to the appearance of the plot by the user. 

This process can be repeated as many times as necessary with any combination of the 
output data. This is especially useful when comparing several channels with each other in 
many different combinations. For example all of the channels can be compared to each 
other on one plot, or the responses of a single channel to multiple filters can be combined 
on one plot. 

QUALITY ASSURANCE 

The KAPP data analysis package maintains a history, or audit trail, of the analysis 
functions performed on a given set of data. This eliminates the black box effect if a given 
set of data is ever disassociated from the project where it was generated. Basically, a given 
set of data has included with it a history of all the events that brought it to its current state. 
This includes functions performed on the data, as well as where the data originated. If a 



given data file is ever archived or ported to another platform, it will be easily discernible as 
to what the data represents. 

A data analysis package is only as good as the algorithms employed to process the given set 
of data. As a result, all algorithms employed in the KAPP data analysis software must be 
preapproved and must provide a documented reference for its use. The digital signal 
processing functions employed in the KAPP software use published algorithms (Stearns 
and David, 1988) exclusively. All of these algorithms have been extensively tested to 
ensure they were correctly implemented within the code. 

SUMMARY 

KAPP has been designed to be a very user friendly but powerful software package to 
reduce and display test data. The ability to quickly manipulate data, view and compare data 
from different tests and customize the printed output for direct inclusion into reports has 
been achieved in the KAPP software package. KAPP has been used successfully on 
several occasions to view test data immediately after data acquisition and to provide the 
customer with a complete hardcopy set of reduced data before leaving the test location. 

The ability to quickly compare data from many different channels within each test is an 
efficient way to check the performance of the data acquisition system. Any broken 
instruments or signals that exceeded their expected range can be quickly identified. This 
often prevents jumping to the wrong conclusion about test performance based on incorrect 
information. 
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